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The appropriate thermodynamic setting for the combined conﬁgurational and deformational motion of
standard continua is discussed in this paper. A key ingredient is an absolute (ﬁxed) reference conﬁgura-
tion, relative to which conﬁgurational and deformational changes (rates) with respect to the material
(undeformed) and spatial (deformed) conﬁgurations, respectively, can be described in a uniﬁed fashion.
In particular, we are interested in formulating the local as well as global measures of the energy dissipa-
tion due to conﬁgurational changes of a given physical system. It is believed that the presentation in this
paper provides the following advantages: a uniﬁed kinematic and thermodynamic setting of the conﬁg-
urational and deformational motions, in particular the generic balance law accounting for conﬁgurational
ﬂux, increases the general clarity; the separation of the total dissipation in terms of the intrinsic change in
elastic energy and in terms of the material dissipation that is induced by conﬁgurational changes becomes
transparent. All results are obtained without any restrictions on dynamics, thermomechanical couplings,
etc.
 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Conﬁgurational changes are signiﬁcant in a variety of problems
in continuum physics. Such changes refer basically to the motion of
‘‘surfaces” due to physical processes that are either internal to a
given ﬁnite body or take place on the external boundary. The per-
tinent internal processes are often manifested in the motion/evolu-
tion of ‘‘singular surfaces” representing discontinuities in material
properties and, consequently, in the state variables when the body
is loaded. Typical examples are the evolution of defects, phase
transformation (microstructural changes that are mostly accompa-
nied by change of volume and mechanical properties), and internal
cracks. Typical external processes are the evolution of surface
(biological) growth and surface cracks. Crack propagation may in
this context be seen as a degenerated boundary motion.
The literature on conﬁgurational mechanics is very rich, and we
do not intend to give a comprehensive account. We only mention
the pioneering work by Eshelby (1951) and the seminal contribu-
tions by Abeyaratne and Knowles (1990), Maugin (1993, 1995,
1997, 1998a,b, 1999), Maugin and Trimarco (1992, 1995), Gurtin
(1995, 2000) and Kienzler and Herrmann (2000). Most of the work
focusses on the ‘‘driving force” on singular surfaces (material dis-
continuities along interfaces of dissimilar materials or phases). In
the contributions by Gurtin (1995, 2000), balance equations for
interfaces are derived from a non-standard (material) observerll rights reserved.invariance argument. The extension to junctions of interfaces in a
two- and three-dimensional setting was initially proposed by Sim-
ha and Bhattacharya (1998, 2000).
In recent years particular attention has been given to the exploi-
tation of ‘‘conﬁgurational” (or ‘‘material” in the terminology of
Maugin) forces in computational fracture mechanics; however,
predominantly (but not exclusively) for elastic material response,
cf. Steinmann (2000, 2002a,b, 2008), Steinmann et al. (2001), Men-
zel et al. (2004) and Fagerström and Larsson (2008). The suggestion
in Steinmann etal. (2001) to compute the crack-driving force based
on the concept of ‘‘nodal material forces” generalized, in fact, the
domain integral format suggested previously by Li et al. (1985).
A posteriori error control and adaptivity of the J-integral in its dif-
ferent equivalent formats were investigated by Heintz et al.
(2004). A recent paper by Guerses and Miehe (2008), which is clo-
sely related to the present paper concerning the thermodynamic
setting, addresses R-adaptive remeshing for a propagating crack.
In this contribution, we aim at shedding some further light on
the energetic consequences of conﬁgurational changes. We focus
on the dissipation of mechanical energy of a given ﬁnite body that
is undergoing conﬁgurational changes in conjunction with (or as a
result of) mechanical and thermal loading. We also elaborate on
the role of the ‘‘conﬁgurational equilibrium” equation in terms of
an appropriately chosen deﬁnition of conﬁgurational stress (or
rather energy ﬂow) tensor, of which the classical Eshelby’s
energy–momentum tensor is an important example. One particu-
lar aspect is the ‘‘reconciliation” of energy changes with direct
use of the conﬁgurational equilibrium equation. It is emphasized
Fig. 1. Spatial (current) conﬁguration, BxðtÞ, material conﬁguration, BXðtÞ, and
absolute (ﬁxed) conﬁguration, Bn .
2 The gradient vectors $n and $X refer to coordinates in Bn and BX, respectively. The
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tional equilibrium equation; it is merely a convenient identity that
is based on an underlying physical balance equation (such as the
ordinary dynamic or quasi-static momentum balance).
In order to achieve some generality in the variational frame-
work, we adopt a description that allows for combined conﬁgura-
tional (material) and deformational (spatial) motions. The
developments are based on the concept of an auxiliary (ﬁctitious)
reference conﬁguration that is ﬁxed in space. It is important to note
that the introduction of such an absolute reference conﬁguration
does not simply mean a change of computational domain (associ-
ated with a change of coordinates). All results are obtained without
any restrictions on dynamics, thermomechanical couplings, etc.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces deﬁni-
tions and preliminaries related to the uniﬁed representation of
conﬁgurational (material) and deformational (spatial) motions in
terms of an absolute reference conﬁguration. A generic balance
law is established in Section 3, whereby ‘‘conﬁgurational ﬂux”
across the boundary is allowed. The standard (localized) balance
laws and general constitutive equations in terms of the free energy
are then summarized. In Section 4, we establish the pertinent dis-
sipation functional due to imposed conﬁgurational changes while
assuming rather general constitutive response based on the pres-
ence of internal variables and temperature in the free energy.
The rigid thermal conductor and isothermal elasticity are taken
as the simplest special cases of constitutive response (for the
purpose of illustration). The weak form of material equilibrium is
exploited to establish different expressions. In Section 5 a few
important physical phenomena are considered as an application
of the general theory: moving phase boundary and surface crack
propagation.
2. Representation of conﬁgurational and deformational
motions
2.1. Preliminaries
Let us ﬁrst consider the conventional continuummechanics set-
ting. We ﬁrst note that the spatial (deformational or direct) motion
problem (SMP) is expressed in terms of a spatial motion map
x ¼ uðX; tÞ, BX#BxðtÞ, such that the reference position of the mate-
rial particles, X, in the ﬁxed (time-invariant)material conﬁguration
BX, are mapped onto the deformed position, x, in the spatial conﬁg-
uration BxðtÞ. This is the classical Lagrangian view. It is emphasized
that BX ¼ Bxð0Þ is the actual conﬁguration of the body at t ¼ 0 in
the classical setting. The material (conﬁgurational or inverse) mo-
tion problem (MMP), on the other hand, is expressed in terms of a
material motion map, X ¼ u1ðx; tÞ ¼ Uðx; tÞ, Bx#BXðtÞ, such that
the position in the deformed conﬁguration is mapped onto the ref-
erence particle position.
In this paper, we generalize the classical view of motion slightly,
cf. Fig. 1, since the material conﬁguration is allowed to change with
time in the sense that the boundary @BX of the body BX1 may
change with time. It is important to note that this case also embodies
the case of an evolving internal singular surface, since it is possible
to view the two parts separated by the singular surface as changing
conﬁgurations. It is then convenient to take the view that both the
‘‘undeformed” (material) and ‘‘deformed” (spatial) conﬁgurations
will undergo time-dependent changes with respect to an absolute
(ﬁxed, time-invariant) conﬁguration Bn. We may then introduce
the map X ¼ Uðn; tÞ for the time-dependent ‘‘motion” of BXðtÞ1 The notation BX is used for a generic material domain within a ﬁnite body,
whereas the notation XX is used for the whole ﬁnite body with given loading and
boundary conditions.w.r.t. Bn, and we introduce the absolute spatial motion map
x ¼ u^ðn; tÞ for the time-dependent motion (including deformation)
of BxðtÞ w.r.t.Bn. It is clear that u^ðn; tÞ;Bn#BxðtÞ, represents the com-
posite map u^ðn; tÞ ¼defðu  UÞðn; tÞ. We may introduce the convenient
assumption that Bn ¼ BXð0Þ ¼ Bxð0Þ. Such an assumption is not really
necessary, since it is only the rate _X that is relevant.
The gradients corresponding to the introduced mappings (see
also Fig. 1) are the spatial motion gradient F ¼def u $X, the absolute
spatial motion gradient F^ ¼def u^ $n, and the absolute material
motion gradient f ¼def U $n.2 Upon using the chain rule, we obtain
the relation F^ ¼ F  f . We shall also frequently use the determinant
j ¼ det f , which is relevant for the volume mapping dVX ¼ jdVn when
the computational domain is changed from BX to Bn.
2.2. Absolute and material time differentiation
We shall introduce absolute and material time derivatives of a
ﬁeld f as follows:
Dtf ¼def @t f jn; Dt f ¼def @t f jX ð1Þ
where @t½ ¼def @½@t denotes the ordinary partial time derivative for
ﬁxed spatial argument. In particular, the spatial velocity, v , the
absolute velocity, _x, and the material velocity, _X, are deﬁned as
v ¼def Dtx ¼ @tuðX; tÞ; _x ¼def Dtx ¼ @tu^ðn; tÞ; _X ¼def DtX ¼ @t Uðn; tÞ
ð2Þ
However, using the chain rule to differentiate the composite func-
tion u^ðn; tÞ ¼defðu  UÞðn; tÞ, we obtain the relation
v ¼ _x F  _X ð3Þ
where the deﬁnitions in (1) were used.
It will appear later that it is useful to introduce absolute and
material time derivatives of a (tensor-valued) operator ﬁeld
yfXðn; tÞ; xðn; tÞ; tg or, for the sake of brevity, yfX; x; tg.3 To this
end, we ﬁrst introduce partial variations of y via the Gateaux-deriv-
atives y0Xf; dXg, y0xf; dxg, as deﬁned in the Appendix A, where the
ﬁelds dXðn; tÞ and dxðn; tÞ are variations of Xðn; tÞ and xðn; tÞ on the
absolute reference domain Xn in the classical sense.
The absolute time derivative of y can now be computed as4post-operation by $ provides the appropriate tensorial structure.
3 Curly brackets denote operational dependence on the arguments. An example is
the deformation gradient FfX; xg ¼ x $X.
4 The relation for the time derivative can be established by inserting the evolution
of the material and spatial ﬁelds in the partial variations, i.e. by setting dX ! _Xdt and
dx ! _xdt.
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@y
@t
jX;x ð4Þ
whereas the material time derivative of y is computed as
Dtyfg ¼ Dtyfg  ½yfg  $X  _X ð5Þ
Furthermore, the material gradient of y in XX, i.e. y $X, is deﬁned
as the directional derivative
½yfg  $X  dX ¼ y0Xf; dXg þ y0xf; F  dXg ð6Þ
as shown in Appendix A. Upon combining (4) and (6) together with
the identity v ¼ _x F  _X, we may rephrase (5) as
Dtyfg ¼ y0xf;vg þ
@y
@t
jX;x ð7Þ
Partial variations of the most important ﬁelds are given in Appendix
A. Using these expressions we obtain the total time derivative of se-
lected ﬁelds f fXg, jfXg and FfX; xg as follows:
Dtf ¼ ½ _X  $X  f ; Dtj ¼ j _X  $X; DtF ¼ F  ½ _X  $X þ _x $X
ð8Þ
We also note that the material time derivative of FfX; xg can be
written as
DtF ¼ v  $X ¼ ½F  _X  $X þ _x $X: ð9Þ
Remark. As a special case we may take Bn ¼ Bx5, i.e. we set n ¼ x
and U ¼ Uð¼def u1Þ such that the material motion can be identiﬁed
by the inverse motion mapping. In other words, the ‘‘frozen current
conﬁguration” is chosen as the absolute reference conﬁguration. This
is the usual choice in the literature on ‘‘conﬁgurational mechanics”,
cf. Steinmann (2000). In such a case _x ¼ 0, and we introduce the
notation _X ¼ V (the material velocity). From (3) it then follows that
v ¼ F  V (or V ¼ f  v). From (8) we now obtain
Dtf ¼ V  $X½   f ; DtF ¼ F  V  $X½  ð10Þ
Given one of the relations (10)1 or (10)2, the other relation also fol-
lows upon noting that DtI ¼ Dtðf  FÞ ¼ Dtf  F þ f  DtF ¼ 0.3. Balance laws for changing material conﬁguration
3.1. Preliminaries – Reynolds’ transport theorem and conservation
properties
Our aim is to establish the relevant balance equations, including
the dissipation inequality, in terms of absolute as wellmaterial time
derivatives. The main strategy is to change the ‘‘computational
domain” from the time-dependent BXðtÞ6 to the ﬁxed Bn. To this
end, suppose that f ðX; tÞ, for X 2 BXðtÞ, is a mass-speciﬁc (measured
per unit mass) material ﬁeld describing a physical quantity in the
material domain BXðtÞ. The corresponding volume-speciﬁc quantity
is fX ¼ qXf , where qX is the mass density in BX. Now, consider a typ-
ical conservation quantity F
F ¼def
Z
BX
fXdVX ð11Þ
The time derivative of F for time-dependent BX is then given as7
d
dt
F ¼
Z
BX
DtfX þ fX _X $X
h i
dVX ð12Þ
¼
Z
BX
½DtfX þ ½fX _X $XdVX ¼
Z
BX
DtfXdVX þ
Z
@BX
fXN  _XdSX ð13Þ5 Bx is considered ﬁxed at the time differentiation.
6 Henceforth, the explicit dependence on time of BX is dropped for brevity of
notation.
7 The notations Dt fX and _f X are used invariably henceforth.In order to derive (12,13), we ﬁrst performed a pull-back of the inte-
gration domain from BX to Bn, while using the relation dVX ¼ jdVn
with the Jacobian (volume ratio) j ¼ detðf Þ, then used the expres-
sion for Dtj from (8) and, ﬁnally, pushed forward to BX. The expres-
sion in (13) is clearly analogous to the classical Reynolds’ transport
theorem, that is commonly established to express the material time
derivative of an integral on the spatial domain Bx.
Remark. (i) In order to obtain the last identity in (13), we have
tacitly assumed regularity of fX _X in BX. (ii) If DtfX depends only on
X, then ddt F is invariant w.r.t. the choice of the ﬁeld
_X in BX for any
_X s.t. N  _X ¼ 0 on @BX. In fact, this result is intimately related to the
celebrated Noether’s theorem, Noether (1918). Hence, Dt fX and
fXN  _X are the volume- and surface-speciﬁc rates of F, respectively,
localized in the material conﬁguration.3.2. The generic balance law
It is convenient to establish a generic balance law for a given
body occupying the current material domain BX with boundary
@BX (and unit normal N), as shown schematically in Fig. 2.
d
dt
F ¼ GGEN þ GTRAN þ FCONF ð14Þ
where GGEN is the (prescribed) internally generated source, GTRAN is
the standard (prescribed) ‘‘material ﬂux”, or transfer, through the
boundary if the domain BX is held ﬁxed, whereas FCONF is the
non-conventional ‘‘conﬁgurational ﬂux” across the boundary due
to the conﬁgurational motion of BX. This represents an alternative
(but in principle equivalent) formulation of the ‘‘observer-objec-
tive” paradigm by Gurtin (2000). The various source terms are
deﬁned in terms of volume- and surface-speciﬁc quantities as
follows:
GGEN ¼
Z
BX
gGENX dVX; G
TRAN ¼
Z
@BX
gTRANX dSX;
FCONF ¼
Z
@BX
f CONFX N  _XdSX ð15Þ
Conceptually we may distinguish three cases of ‘‘conﬁgurational
ﬂux” f CONFX :
 Within a smooth part BX, contained in a ﬁnite body XX, the ‘‘con-
ﬁgurational ﬂux” f CONFX coincides with the convection of fX with
the conﬁgurational motion, thus providing the basis for recover-
ing the classical balance law for fX.
 At a free boundary of a ﬁnite body XX, we envision two princi-
pally different situations:
– The conﬁgurational motion is not associated with any addi-
tion of matter at the boundary, which may be paraphrased
as – ‘‘no new atoms, merely the old atoms are put in new
equilibrium positions”. In such a case the f CONFX has to vanish
identically.Fig. 2. Balance for a part of a body occupying the current material domain BXðtÞ and
subjected to conﬁgurational motion.
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matter at the boundary, which may be paraphrased as –
‘‘new atoms are added, while the equilibrium distance
between atoms stays ﬁxed”. In this case f CONFX is assigned a
constitutively prescribed quantity f CONFX that may be related
to surface growth.To elaborate somewhat further on the aforementioned cases,
we ﬁrst use (13) to rewrite (14) explicitly asZ
BX
½DtfX  gGENX dVX þ
Z
@BX
½gTRANX þ ½fX  f CONFX N  _XdSX ¼ 0 ð16Þ
Localization. In order to localize (16) for an arbitrary domain BX to-
tally within a ﬁnite body, while assuming that fX is a ‘‘sufﬁciently
smooth” ﬁeld in standard fashion, we ﬁrst introduce the material
ﬂux tensor g such that g  N represents the ‘‘net outﬂux” through
the boundary @BX of any domain BX; hence, g  N ¼
gTRANX þ ½fX  f CONFX N  _X. For the purpose of localization this is a
sufﬁcient assumption; however, it must also hold that f CONFX ¼ fX.
From (16), we then use the divergence theorem in standard fashion
to obtain the balance equation in the ‘‘strong” format
DtfX ¼ GX; GX ¼def gGENX  g  $X in XX ð17Þ
which must hold for any point in the interior of a ﬁnite body cur-
rently occupying the domain XXðtÞ.
Natural boundary condition. In order to establish the proper
boundary condition (of the Neumann type) on @XX, we assign spe-
ciﬁc boundary values (conditions) gTRANX ¼ gTRANX and f CONFX ¼ f CONFX to
conclude that a possible boundary condition (of the Neumann
type) is
g  N ¼ gTRANX þ ½fX  f CONFX N  _X on @XX ð18Þ
The boundary values may be prescribed explicitly or implicitly via a
constitutive assumption/model; a well-known example being the
Robin-type of boundary condition for heat transfer across a surface.
Subsequently we (re)establish the standard local balance rela-
tions in the material format which, indeed, remain unchanged un-
der the usual assumption that no mass production takes place. The
main reason for not just summarizing these known relations is the
didactic value in ﬁrst setting up the fundamental global balance
equations that will be considered later in the context of assessing
conﬁgurational changes.
3.3. Mass balance
The total mass within BX, denoted M, is obtained from (11) by
setting f ¼ 1, i.e. fX  qX. Mass balance in the traditional case with-
out any external mass supply then reads
d
dt
M ¼MCONF ð19Þ
where the appropriate expression forMCONF is obtained from (15)3
with the choice f CONFX ¼: qCONFX . The localized version of (19), which is
obtained upon setting qCONFX ¼ qX, is the standard expression
DtqX ¼ 0, i.e. qXðX; tÞ ¼ qXðXÞ is time-constant. In other words,
mass is conserved in the material setting.
Remark. In a more general situation when mass is not conserved,
we may envision a mass ﬂux r, a prescribed source (or mass
production) rGENX in the interior of the body as well as a prescribed
inﬂuxrTRANX and conﬁgurationalmassﬂux q
CONF
X . Theparticular value
assigned to qCONFX is chosen in accordance with the perception
of how the body grows (or retracts) along its surface. This is
the typical case for any living materia, such as growing human
bone, tree and animal horn (to take a few examples). Thesituation without surface growth (qCONFX ¼ 0) but with volume
growth, e.g. modeled similarly as thermal expansion upon
introducing a multiplicative split of the deformation gradient,
is discussed in the literature, e.g. Himpel et al. (2005).
Upon introducing the local condition DtqX ¼ 0 into (12,13), we
obtain the mass continuity neutralized version of the Reynolds’
transport theorem:
d
dt
F ¼
Z
BX
qXDtf þ f qX _X
h i
 $X
h i
dVX
¼
Z
BX
qXDt f þ ½qXf _X  $X
h i
dVX
¼
Z
BX
qXDtfdVX þ
Z
@BX
qXfN  _XdSX ð20Þ
As a consequence, the localized balance Eq. (17) can be (re)written
as qXDtf ¼ GX.
3.4. Momentum balance
The total momentum vector of the mass in motion within BX,
denoted V , is obtained from (11) by setting fX  qXv ¼def vX, which
is the local volume-speciﬁc momentum. The resulting force vector
of externally applied loading on BX, denoted F , is
F ¼
Z
BX
bXdVX þ
Z
@BX
tXdSX ¼
Z
BX
FXdVX; FX ¼def P  $X þ bX ð21Þ
Here, bX is the given volume-speciﬁc load, tX ¼def P  N is the traction
on the boundary @BX, P is the Piola stress, and FX is the volume-spe-
ciﬁc ‘‘net momentum source”.
The momentum balance can now be expressed as
d
dt
V ¼ F þ V CONF ð22Þ
and the localized form of (22) for an arbitrary domain BX totally
within a ﬁnite body, which is obtained with the choice
vCONFX ¼ vX, becomes the classical expression
qXDtv ¼ FX ð23Þ
In order to derive (23), we used explicitly the (assumed) condition
of material mass conservation expressed as DtqX ¼ 0.
3.5. Energy balance
The total energy within BX, denoted T, is composed of the inter-
nal energy, E, and the kinetic energy, K. It is obtained from (11) by
setting fX  eX þ kX, where eX is the volume-speciﬁc internal en-
ergy in BX, whereas kX is the volume-speciﬁc kinetic energy,
kX ¼def 12qXjv j2. The resulting mechanical power supply,W, and ther-
mal power supply from external heat source, Q, are given as
W ¼
Z
BX
bX  vdVX þ
Z
@BX
tX  vdSX ¼
Z
XX
½qXDtv  v þ P : DtFdVX
ð24Þ
Q ¼
Z
BX
rXdVX 
Z
@BX
qXdSX ¼
Z
XX
QXdVX; QX ¼defH  $X þ rX
ð25Þ
Here, rX is the given volume-speciﬁc heat source, qX ¼defH  N is the
heat ﬂux (loss of heat) through @BX, H is the Piola-type heat ﬂux
vector, and QX is the volume-speciﬁc ‘‘net heat source”. In order
to obtain the last expression in (24), the momentum balance in
(23), which presumes mass conservation expressed as DtqX ¼ 0,
was used.
The energy balance can now be expressed as
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T ¼W þQþ T CONF ð26Þ
and the localized form of (26) for an arbitrary domain BX totally
within a ﬁnite body, which is obtained with the choice eCONFX ¼ eX
and kCONFX ¼ kX, becomes the classical one:
qXDte ¼ DteX ¼ P : DtF þ QX ð27Þ
Remark. It is possible to generalize the energy balance in (26) to
the case where new surfaces are created (or annihilated). A typical
example is the extension of a preexisting singular crack, by which a
new ‘‘boundary surface” is created. To this end, we introduce the
surface energy
C ¼def
Z
@BX
cXdSX ð28Þ
where cX is the surface-speciﬁc energy in the material conﬁgura-
tion. If, in addition, it is assumed that no conﬁgurational ﬂux is
associated with cX; then (26) can be extended as follows:
d
dt
½T þ C ¼W þQþ T CONF ð29Þ
However, this issue is not elaborated any further in this paper.3.6. Entropy and dissipation
3.6.1. Entropy inequality
We shall now consider the global generation of entropy, perti-
nent to the 2nd law of thermodynamics. The total entropy within
BX, denoted S, is given as
S ¼def
Z
BX
sXdVX: ð30Þ
where sX is the volume-speciﬁc entropy. The supplied entropy car-
ried by the supply of ‘‘heat” is deﬁned as
Q h ¼def
Z
BX
rX
h
dVX 
Z
@BX
qX
h
dSX; ð31Þ
Moreover, we introduce the conﬁgurational entropy ﬂux as the vol-
ume-speciﬁc entropy for matter added to the system via the expan-
sion of the material conﬁguration (in analogy with conﬁgurational
energy ﬂux, etc.) as follows:
SCONF ¼def
Z
@BX
sCONFX _X  N
h i
dSX; ð32Þ
We may now formulate the second law of thermodynamics for the
time-varying system as the requirement that the total generation of
entropy is non-negative, i.e.
SGEN ¼def dS
dt
 Q h  SCONF P 0: ð33Þ
This inequality may be readily rephrased as follows:
SGEN ¼
Z
BX
sGENX dVX þ
Z
@BX
sTRANX dSX P 0; ð34Þ
whereby it is expressed in terms of the volume- and surface-speciﬁc
entropy generation densities, localized in the interior and on the
boundary, respectively, of the material conﬁguration. These quanti-
ties are deﬁned as
sGENX ¼def DtsX
1
h
½rXH $XþH  ½$X lnðhÞ; sTRANX ¼def½sX sCONFX ½ _X N
ð35Þ
Hence, localizing the result in (34) for any domain BX, i.e. sX ¼ sCONFX ,
we obtain sGENX P 0 and s
TRAN
X ¼ 0.3.6.2. Global dissipation
Next, we propose an expression for the total dissipation, D, for
the general system with possible conﬁgurational changes. To this
end, we deﬁne the volume- and surface-speciﬁc dissipations as
the corresponding generated entropies weighted by the pertinent
temperature as follows:
D ¼def
Z
BX
sGENX hdVX þ
Z
@BX
sTRANX hdSX P 0; ð36Þ
where we tacitly introduced the assumption of a moving boundary
that is conﬁgurationally isothermal in the sense that the tempera-
ture of any added (or removed) material is the same as that of the
interior, i.e. hCONF ¼ h.
Upon introducing the volume-speciﬁc non-free energy,
nX ¼def sXh, which may be deﬁned as the ‘‘useless” part of the internal
energy, we may reformulate the total dissipation in (36) as
D ¼
Z
BX
DtnXdVX 
Z
BX
sXDthdVX Qþ
Z
@BX
½nX  nCONFX ½ _X  NdSX

Z
BX
H  ½$X lnðhÞdVX ð37Þ
Yet another possibility to rephrase (36) is
D ¼ d
dt
NQ Z  NCONF þDtherm ð38Þ
where we introduced the total non-free energy, N, deﬁned as
N ¼def
Z
BX
nXdVX; ð39Þ
the ‘‘working of the entropy”, Z, deﬁned as
Z ¼def
Z
BX
sXDthdVX ð40Þ
and the thermal part of the dissipation, Dtherm, deﬁned as
Dtherm ¼def
Z
BX
H  ½$X lnðhÞdVX ð41Þ
Henceforth, we shall ignore Dtherm; i.e. D represents the mechanical
part of the dissipation.
Remark. Although the inequality DP 0 follows from the locali-
zation results above, it will not be used henceforth at the
derivation of ‘‘conﬁgurational forces”. The reason is that we shall
only be concerned with variations ofDwith respect to variations of
the rate of change of the material conﬁguration. Interestingly, such
variations (or sensitivities) may be positive or negative depending
on the state. This is is not further discussed in this paper; rather, it
will be the topic of a forthcoming paper.
It turns out (as will be discussed later) that a more generally
useful ‘‘operational” expression for D is obtained if the energy
Eq. (26) is used to eliminate Q such that (38) (with Dtherm ¼ 0) is
rewritten as
D ¼W  d
dt
Wþ K½   Z þWCONF þKCONF P 0 ð42Þ
Here, we introduced the global Helmholtz free energy
W ¼def
Z
BX
wXdVX ð43Þ
where the volume-speciﬁc free energy, wX, was introduced in stan-
dard fashion (via a Legendre transformation) as wX ¼def eX  nX ¼
eX  hsX. In order to arrive at (42), we also used the relation
WCONF þKCONF þ NCONF ¼ T CONF.
In the special case of quasi-staticmotion (K ¼ 0), isothermal elas-
tic material response (volume-speciﬁc free energy wXðF;XÞ), and no
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by Guerses and Miehe (2008) in the context of crack propagation.
The localized form of (42) for an arbitrary domain BX totally
within a ﬁnite body, which is obtained upon setting nCONFX ¼ nX,
becomes the standard expression
dX ¼ P : DtF  DtwX  sXDthP 0 ð44Þ
where dX is the volume-speciﬁc mechanical dissipation.
Next, we introduce the parametrization of the free energy den-
sity, wXðF; h; k;XÞ, pertinent to a dissipative material response,
where k represents a set of internal variables. It is noted that a pos-
sible explicit dependence of X is included as argument in w (repre-
senting inhomogeneous variation of material parameters in BX).
Upon evaluating the material time derivative DtwX, and using argu-
ments of the Coleman–Noll type, we obtain the standard constitu-
tive equations
P ¼ @wX
@F
; sX ¼  @wX
@h
ð45Þ
such that (44) reduces to
dX ¼ KHDtkP 0 with K ¼def @wX
@k
ð46Þ
where we introduced dissipative stresses K that are energy-conju-
gated to the internal variables k.8
4. Dissipation functional for changing material conﬁguration
4.1. Preliminaries
We shall consider the global (mechanical) dissipation inequality
for a given ﬁnite body occupying the current material domain XX
with external boundary @XX. It is assumed the body undergoes
conﬁgurational changes (e.g. crack propagation or moving inter-
phase), expressed as _X–0, while it is subjected to prescribed
mechanical and thermal loading. The resulting thermodynamic
process is characterized by time changes of all the independent
thermodynamic ﬁelds, F , h, and k, since they are solutions to the
pertinent balance and state equations (equilibrium, energy and
constitutive equations) and thus depend on the conﬁgurational
motion X ¼ Uðn; tÞ in an implicit manner. As a result, the global
dissipation functional D depends on9, apart from _X, potentially on
all the ﬁelds _x, _h, and _k in the most general case of combined conﬁg-
urational and deformational motion for general loading; hence we
denote Dð _X; _x; _h; _kÞ the global dissipation functional.
Remark. For the general thermomechanical spatial motion prob-
lem, involving the momentum and energy equations, the boundary
is subdivided into parts with essential and natural boundary
conditions for the spatial ﬁelds involved (x and h).The generic
notion of these (Dirichlet and Neumann) boundary parts are @XX;D
(with prescribed placements or temperature) and @XX;N (with
prescribed tractions or heat ﬂux).It is important to note that the
boundary in the expressions forF ,W, andQ, in (21), (24) and (25),
respectively, is the total one, @XX ¼ @XX;D [ @XX;N.For example,
both a prescribed and a ‘‘support” traction will contribute to W in
the general situation when the support is deﬁned by prescribed
non-zero material velocity.
Below,we derive two different (but completely equivalent) basic
explicit forms of Dð _X; _x; _h; _kÞ, starting from (12) and from (13),
respectively, for the representation of the time derivative ofWþ K .8 The ‘‘scalar star product” has the appropriate interpretation depending on the
tensorial order of variables in the column vector k.
9 Of course, the dissipation depends also on the thermodynamic state in terms of
say, the independent variables F, h and k.,To simplify matters, it is assumed in this Section that sufﬁcient reg-
ularity for using the divergence theorem is present in the wholeXX.
In the subsequent application to cracks, this requirement does not
necessarily hold; however, it can be circumvented as shown.
As a preliminary for the subsequent developments, we recall
the (dynamic) equilibrium equation rephrased as
P  $X ¼ bDYNX in XX; P  N ¼def tX on @XX ð47Þ
where bDYNX ¼ bX  qXDtv . We shall also use the standard weak for-
mat of the equilibrium Eq. (47)Z
XX
P : ½dx $X  bDYNX  dx
h i
dVX 
Z
@XX
tX  dxdSX ¼ 0; 8dx 2 V
ð48Þ
where the virtual (placements) dx 2 V must be sufﬁciently smooth
to allow for the gradient dx $X to be meaningful. We remark that
no speciﬁc assumption has been made as to the value of dx on the
Dirichlet boundary, @XX;D.
4.2. Two basic formats of the dissipation functional
4.2.1. Format I (based on the absolute derivative)
Let us ﬁrst use (12) to obtain
d
dt
W ¼
Z
XX
½DtwX þ wX _X  $XdVX ð49Þ
Upon using the chain rule of (time) differentiation together with the
constitutive state Eq. (45) and the relation for DtFf _X; _xg in (8)3, we
obtain
DtwX ¼½FT P : ½ _X$X þ
@wX
@X
jF;h;k  _XþP : ½ _x$X  sX _hKH _k
ð50Þ
This result may now be inserted into (49) to give
d
dt
W ¼
Z
XX
RðwÞ : _X  $X
h i
þ @wX
@X
jF;h;k  _X
 
dVX
þ
Z
XX
½P : ½ _x $X  sX _h KH _kdVX ð51Þ
where we introduced the ‘‘quasi-static” Eshelby (energy–momen-
tum) tensor, associatedwithwX and denotedR
ðwÞ, which is deﬁned as
RðwÞ ¼def wXI  FT 
@wX
@F
¼ wXI  FT  P ð52Þ
Likewise, we consider
d
dt
K ¼
Z
XX
½DtkX þ kX _X  $XdVX ð53Þ
where
DtkX ¼ DtkX þ ½$XkX  _X ¼ qXDtv  v þ ½$XkX  _X ð54Þ
This result may now be inserted into (53) to give
d
dt
K ¼
Z
XX
kXI : ½ _X  $X þ ½$XkX  _XdVX þ
Z
XX
qXDtv  vdVX ð55Þ
Upon combining (51) and (55), we obtain
d
dt
½WþK ¼
Z
XX
RðÞ : ½ _X$X þ @wX
@X
jF;h;k  _Xþ ½$XkX  _X
 
dVX
þ
Z
XX
qXDtv vdVX þ
Z
XX
½P : ½ _x$X  sX _hKH _kdVX
ð56Þ
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tensor, associated with X ¼def wX þ kX and denoted RðÞ, which is
deﬁned as10
RðÞ ¼def RðwÞ þ kXI ¼ XI  FT  P ð57Þ
We may now use the result in (24), (39) and (56) to obtain D from
(42) as
D ¼
Z
XX
RðÞ : ½ _X  $X  @wX
@X
jF;h;k  _X  ½$XkX  _X
 
dVX
þ
Z
XX
½P : ½F  _X  $X þ sX½$Xh  _XdVX þ
Z
@XX
CONFX N  _XdSX
þ
Z
XX
KH _kdVX ð58Þ
where it was used that DtF ¼ _x $X  ½F  _X  $X and
Dth ¼ _h ½$Xh  _X. Upon setting dx ¼ F  _X 2 V in the weak format
of equilibrium, (48), which sets certain restrictions on the smooth-
ness of _X, and using the result to eliminate the ﬁrst term in the sec-
ond integral in (58), we ﬁnally obtain
Dð _X; _kÞ ¼
Z
XX
½RðÞ : ½ _X  $X þ BðÞI  _XdVX þ
Z
@XX
T ðÞI  _XdSX
þ
Z
XX
KH _kdVX ð59Þ
where we introduced the conﬁgurational volume force, denoted
BðÞI , and the conﬁgurational boundary traction, denoted T
ðÞ
I , deﬁned
as
BðÞI ¼ 
@wX
@X
jF;h;k  FT  bDYNX þ sX½$Xh  $XkX;
T ðÞI ¼ FT  tX þ CONFX N ð60ÞRemark. The dissipation reduces to KHDtk for an arbitrary domain
BX totally within a ﬁnite body, i.e. for CONFX ¼ X.4.2.2. Format II (based on the material derivative)
Let us next use (13) to obtain the alternative (complementary)
expression
d
dt
W ¼
Z
XX
DtwXdVX þ
Z
@XX
wXN  _XdSX ð61Þ
Upon using the chain rule of (time) differentiation together with the
relations (45) we obtain
DtwX ¼ P : DtF  sXDth KHDtk ð62Þ
We insert the result into (61) to directly obtain
d
dt
W ¼
Z
@XX
wXN  _XdSX þ
Z
XX
½P : DtF  sXDth KHDtkdVX ð63Þ
We also consider
d
dt
K ¼
Z
XX
DtkXdVX þ
Z
@XX
kXN  _XdVX ð64Þ
where
DtkX ¼ qXDtv  v ð65Þ
Now, upon combining (63) and (64), we obtain
d
dt
½Wþ K ¼
Z
@XX
XN  _XdSX þ
Z
XX
½qXDtv  v
þ P : DtF  sXDth KHDtkdVX ð66Þ10 The volume-speciﬁc total energy X must not be confused with the volume-
speciﬁc Lagrangian kX ¼def kX  wX that is sometimes adopted in the literature.and from (42) we obtain D as
D ¼
Z
@XX
½CONFX  XN  _XdSX þ
Z
XX
KHDtkdVX ð67Þ
In order to compare the expression in (67) with that one in (59), we
note the relation Dtk ¼ _k ½k $X  _X, which may be inserted in
(67) to give
Dð _X; _kÞ ¼
Z
XX
½BðÞII  _XdVX þ
Z
@XX
½T ðÞII  _XdSX
þ
Z
XX
KH _kdVX ð68Þ
where we introduced the conﬁgurational volume force, denoted BðÞII ,
and the conﬁgurational boundary traction, denoted T ðÞII , deﬁned as
BðÞII ¼ KH½k $X; T ðÞII ¼ ½X  CONFX N ð69ÞRemark. The dissipation reduces to KHDtk for an arbitrary domain
BX totally within a ﬁnite body, i.e. for CONFX ¼ X.4.3. Material equilibrium - Other formats of dissipation
It is useful to establish ‘‘conﬁgurational volume loads”, BðÞ, and
‘‘conﬁgurational surface tractions”, T ðÞ, that equilibrate the perti-
nent Eshelby stress via the ‘‘conﬁgurational equilibrium equations”
RðÞ  $X ¼ BðÞ in XX; RðÞ  N ¼ T ðÞ on @XX ð70Þ
Upon direct differentiation of RðÞ, as deﬁned in (52), we obtain
BðÞ ¼  @wX
@X
jF;h;k  FT  bDYNX þ sX½$Xh þ KH½k $X  $XkX ð71Þ
where we used the strong format of (spatial) equilibrium for P in
(47). We also obtain the material traction as
T ðÞ ¼ RðÞ  N ¼ XN  FT  tX ð72ÞRemark. BðÞ ¼ BðÞI þ BðÞII and TðÞ ¼ T ðÞI þ TðÞII .Remark. Since the ‘‘equilibrium equation” (70)1 is a derived
identity, it does not add any new physical information.
It is useful to establish the weak format of the conﬁgurational
equilibrium equations in (70)1. To this end we consider ‘‘virtual
material velocities” d _X 2 X and recast (70)1 in the variational formatZ
X0X
½RðÞ : ½d _X $X  BðÞ  d _XdVX 
Z
@X0X
T ðÞ  d _XdSX ¼ 0; 8d _X 2 X
ð73Þ
where the virtual velocities d _X 2 X must be sufﬁciently smooth to
allow for the gradient d _X  $X to be meaningful. We remark that
no speciﬁc assumption has been made as to the value of d _X on
the Dirichlet boundary @XðuÞX;D.
Remark. Upon subtracting (68) from (59), we obtain an identity
that is precisely that of (73) for the particular choice d _X ¼ _X.
Conversely, the basic formulations of D in (59,68) can be conve-
niently modiﬁed upon choosing a suitable d _X– _X in (73) and
adding the result to either (59) or (68). This technique will, indeed,
be exploited later at the computation of the crack-driving force in
the context of the propagation of a singular crack.4.4. Conﬁgurational and material dissipation - A summary
Upon using the fact that D is linear in the arguments (rates), we
may introduce the split
Fig. 3. Moving singular interface. Domain and boundaries.
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where DCONF and DMAT are the conﬁgurational and material dissipa-
tion function, respectively, that are deﬁned as
DCONFð _XÞ ¼DCONFI ð _XÞ ¼defZ
XX
½RðÞ : ½ _X  $X þ BðÞI  _XdVX
þ
Z
@XX
T ðÞI  _XdSX ð75Þ
¼ DCONFII ð _XÞ ¼defZ
XX
½BðÞII  _XdVX þ
Z
@XX
½T ðÞII  _XdSX ð76Þ
and
DMATð _kÞ ¼def
Z
XX
KH _kdVX ð77Þ
Once again, it must be noted that the expressions DCONFI and D
CONF
II
are but two possible expressions for the purely conﬁgurational
part of the dissipation. Moreover, they are completely equivalent
provided _X is sufﬁciently regular. Upon using the material equi-
librium equation in (73), it is possible to construct an inﬁnite
number of different expressions that are equivalent (in theory).
Remark. The deﬁnition of DMAT in (77) shows that it represents
only part of the total ‘‘ordinary” material dissipation within XX. It
is, therefore, useful to introduce the alternative split
Dð _X; _kÞ ¼ DCONFð _XÞ þDMATð _X; _kÞ ð78Þ
where, in particular,
DCONFII ð _XÞ ¼def
Z
@XX
½T ðÞII  _XdSX ð79Þ
while the material dissipation DMATð _X; _kÞ is given as
DMATð _X; _kÞ ¼def
Z
XX
KH½ _k ½k $X  _XdVX ¼
Z
XX
KHDtkdVX ð80Þ
Clearly, DMAT represents the ordinary material dissipation. The form
DCONFII will be exploited for the application to prototype phenomena
below.
Finally we note that, under quasi-static conditions, the repre-
sentations (75) and (76) still hold simply by replacing the -spe-
ciﬁc quantities RðÞ;BðÞ, etc. by the w-speciﬁc quantities RðwÞ;BðwÞ,
etc. More speciﬁcally, we have
BðwÞI ¼ 
@wX
@X
jF;h;k  FT  bX þ sX½$Xh;
T ðwÞI ¼ FT  tX þ wCONFX N ð81Þ
BðwÞII ¼ KH k $X½  ¼ BðÞII ; T ðwÞII ¼ ½wX  wCONFX N ð82Þ11 To simplify notation, the superscript ðwÞ to designate w-speciﬁc quantities is
dropped subsequently.4.5. Speciﬁc material classes
4.5.1. Rigid heat conductor
The special case of a rigid heat conductor is deﬁned by the
parametrization wðh;XÞ, i.e. the dependence on F and k is dropped.
Since @wX=@F ¼ 0, we conclude that R ¼def wXI, and the conﬁgura-
tional volume loads and boundary tractions become
BI ¼  @wX
@X
jh þ sX½$Xh; T I ¼ wCONFX N ð83Þ
BII ¼ 0; T II ¼ ½wX  wCONFX N ð84ÞMoreover, since K ¼ 0, we conclude that DMATð0Þ ¼ 0. Hence,
D ¼ DCONFð _XÞ.
4.5.2. Isothermal elasto-plasticity – quasi-static conditions
The special case of isothermal elasto-plasticity is deﬁned by the
parametrization wðF; k;XÞ, i.e. the dependence on h is dropped. The
conﬁgurational volume loads and boundary tractions then become
BI ¼  @wX
@X
jF;k  FT  bX; T I ¼ FT  tX þ wCONFX N ð85Þ
BII ¼ KH½k $X; T II ¼ ½wX  wCONFX N ð86Þ
Moreover, the expression for DMATð _kÞ is still the general one given in
(77), i.e.
DMATð _kÞ ¼
Z
XX
KH _kdVX ð87ÞRemark. The special case of pure (isothermal) elasticity is
obtained by the parametrization wðF;XÞ, i.e. K ¼ 0, which gives
the classical result DMAT ¼ DMATð0Þ ¼ 0. Moreover, BII ¼ 0. Hence,
in this case we have D ¼ DCONFð _XÞ.5. Applications to prototype physical phenomena
5.1. Preliminaries
We shall henceforth consider two applications: Moving inter-
face and singular crack. Without loss of generality we restrict to
quasi-static conditions, while the the constitutive response is still
kept general.11
5.2. Moving singular interface
5.2.1. Problem deﬁnition
Consider the situation when a singular surface CsingX moves
through the material domain XX with external boundary @XX,
which is supposed to be sufﬁciently smooth. The domain is split
into XX and X
þ
X (XX ¼ XX [XþX and @XX ¼ @XX [ @XþX ), as shown
in Fig. 3, whereby the boundary of the two parts are
@ðXX Þ ¼ @XX [ CsingX and @ðXþX Þ ¼ @XþX [ CsingX , respectively. The
state variables are generally discontinuous across the singular sur-
face CsingX , e.g. the volume-speciﬁc free energy wX is discontinuous
due to a discontinuity in the material parameters leading to a (pos-
sible) discontinuity also in the state variables (such as F and k). The
normal on CsingX pointing into X
þ
X is denoted N
ð¼ NÞ, as shown in
Fig. 3; hence, we use the notation Nþð¼ NÞ for the normal in the
opposite direction.
5.2.2. Dissipation function – generalization
We shall consider the conﬁgurational dissipation while
accounting for the singularity across CsingX . As a preliminary, we
note that W can be rewritten as
a b
Fig. 4. Pre-cracked plate with (sub)domains and boundaries. (a) ‘‘Regular” domain XregX with boundary @XX [ CsingX and ‘‘regular modeling” domain xregX with boundary
@xX [ CsingX , (b) close-up of crack-tip region.
2 hPi denotes mean value, i.e. hPi ¼ 12 ½P þ Pþ.
3 In order to avoid unnecessary technical notation, we have deﬁned the various
domains and (in particular) their boundaries after passing to the limit, r ! 0.
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where
W	 ¼def
Z
X	X
bX  vdVX þ
Z
@X	X[C
sing
X
t	X  v	dSX;
Wsing ¼def
Z
CsingX
½tþX  vþ þ tX  vdSX ð89Þ
where W	 pertains to the power supply to the ‘‘regular” domains
X	X with boundary @X
	
X [ CsingX , whereas Wsing is the net power sup-
ply across CsingX that must be subtracted to keep the balance of
power supply. Upon introducing the kinematic relation
v	 ¼ _x F	  _X, with the tacit assumption that _x is continuous
across CsingX , we may rewrite W
sing as
Wsing ¼ 
Z
CsingX
½jFT  Pj  N  _XdSX ð90Þ
where ½jðÞj ¼defðÞþ  ðÞ denotes a jump of ðÞ. In order to obtain
(90), we used that the spatial traction is continuous.
Since XX and X
þ
X are ‘‘regular” domains, such that the expres-
sion for DCONFII in (79) holds in both domains individually, we thus
obtain
ðDCONFII Þ	 ¼
Z
@X	X
½T II  _XdSX þ
Z
CsingX
½T	II  _XdSX ð91Þ
where we explicitly used that _X is assumed continuous across CsingX .
Upon adding the results for the two domains, we obtain
DCONF ¼defðDCONFII Þþ þ ðDCONFII Þ þWsing
¼
Z
@XX
½T II  _XdSX þ
Z
CsingX
½½jwXjN  ½jFT  Pj  N  _XdSX
¼
Z
@XX
½T II  _XdSX þ
Z
CsingX
½½jRj  N  _XdSX ð92Þ
In order to obtain the last integral on the singular surface,weused the
explicit expressions TþII ¼ ½wþX  wCONF;þX N and TII ¼ ½wX  wCONF;X N.
Moreover, we used that wCONF;þX ¼ wCONF;X ¼ wþX in the case N  _X > 0,
whereas wCONF;þX ¼ wCONF;X ¼ wX in the case N  _X < 0. In both cases
the contribution from wCONFX vanishes at the addition of ðDCONFII Þþ and
ðDCONFII Þ such that only the contribution from wX remains; hence,
we ﬁnally obtain ½TþII þ TII  ¼ ½jwXjN. In summary, the integrand
of the last integral in (92) on the singular surface can be rephrased
in terms of the (total) material traction as ½Tþ þ T ¼ ½Rþ  Nþþ
R  N ¼ ½jRj  N.
Next, we introduce the assumption that there is no net dissipa-
tion across the exterior boundary; i.e. N  _X ¼ 0 on @XX. We then
obtain from (92) the classical representation
DCONF ¼
Z
CsingX
GCONF  _XdSX; GCONF ¼def½jRj  N ð93Þwhere GCONF is the localized (distributed) conﬁgurational ‘‘traction”
that represents the dissipation along CsingX .
Remark. Since the deformation gradient F can be discontinuous
only in the normal direction, N, across CsingX , it is possible to express
GCONF as
GCONF ¼ ½jRj  N ¼ aN ð94Þ
where a ¼ ½jWXj  N  ½jFTj  hPi  N.12 Hence, the conﬁgurational
dissipation along CsingX is invariant (vanishes) for any choice of _X
s.t. _X  N ¼ 0 on @XX [ CsingX .5.3. Propagating singular crack
5.3.1. Problem deﬁnition
Consider the classical situation of a 2D-body (ﬁnite plate) with a
preexisting straight edge-crack, as shown in Fig. 4(a), in its mate-
rial conﬁguration XX with boundary @XX ¼ @XextX [ @XcrX (where
@XextX is the external boundary, whereas @X
cr
X is the crack surface).
It is assumed that there is a contact traction tX–0 along the crack
faces in the general case (tX ¼ 0 if the crack is open).
Fig. 4 shows the circular ‘‘singular” domain XsingX , with boundary
CsingX , surrounding the (mathematical) crack tip and deﬁned by the
radius r, that will be assumed small and pass to zero. Clearly, XsingX
vanishes when r ! 0.13 The remaining ‘‘regular” domain is XregX ¼
XX nXsingX with boundary @ðXregX Þ ¼ @XX [ CsingX ¼ @XextX [ @XcrX [ CsingX .
For later use, and as shown in Fig. 4, we introduce the ‘‘modeling
(sub)domain” xX with boundary @xX ¼ @xextX [ @xcrX . In analogy
with XregX , we also introduce the regular domain x
reg
X ¼ xX nXsingX
with boundary @ðxregX Þ ¼ @xX [ CsingX ¼ @xextX [ @xcrX [ CsingX , which
surrounds the (mathematical) crack tip and is deﬁnedby the charac-
teristic radius R. The subdomain xX is not necessarily circular.
Clearly, XregX ! XX andxregX ! xX when r ! 0.
5.3.2. Dissipation function – generalization
We shall consider the conﬁgurational dissipation while
accounting for the existence of the singular domain XsingX . As a pre-
liminary, we note that W can be rewritten as
W ¼Wreg þWsing ð95Þ
where
Wreg ¼def
Z
XX
bX  vdVX þ lim
r!0
Z
@XX[CsingX
tX  vdSX;
Wsing ¼def lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
tX  vdSX ð96Þ1
1
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with boundary @XX [ CsingX (when r ! 0). Now, applying the expres-
sion for DCONFII , given in (79), to the regular domainW
reg, we obtain
DCONFII ð _XÞ ¼ limr!0
Z
@XX[CsingX
½T II  _XdSX þWsing
¼
Z
@XX
½T II  _XdSX þ lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
½T  _XdSX
þ lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
½tX  _xdSX þ lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
wCONFX N  _XdSX ð97Þ
We nowmake the important assumption/observation as to the con-
tributions on CsingX : (i) It will be assumed that w
CONF
X ¼ 0 due to the
fact that there is no ‘‘volume ﬂux” across a crack boundary. Hence,
the last integral in (97) vanishes. (ii) The integral containing tX in
(97) will vanish when r ! 0: Since _x tends to a unique value,
_xjr¼0, when r ! 0, we conclude that
lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
tX  _xdSX ¼ ½lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
tXdSX  _xjr¼0 ¼ 0 ð98Þ
where the last identity follows from spatial equilibrium. We thus
obtain
DCONFð _XÞ ¼defDCONFII ð _XÞ ¼
Z
@XX
½T II  _XdSX þ lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
½T  _XdSX
ð99Þ
Remark . The remaining surface integral on CsingX in (99) is not
computable when r ! 0 due to the presence of the part wXN in the
material traction T . This can be handled by using the material
equilibrium as shown below.
Although we do not elaborate any further in this paper on the
role of the ‘‘material part” of the dissipation, represented by DMAT
or by DMAT, it may still have some didactic value to consider the
two extreme situations Dtk ¼ 0 and Dtk ¼ 0, respectively. Firstly,
setting Dtk ¼ 0 means that k is stationary in the absolute conﬁgu-
ration, i.e. the ﬁeld k ‘‘convects” with the conﬁgurational motion.
For example, the plastic zone will convect with the extension of
the crack and appears ‘‘frozen” for an observer that ‘‘is attached
to the moving crack tip”. Secondly, setting Dtk ¼ 0 means that k
is stationary for any given material point in the material conﬁgura-
tion, i.e. the ﬁeld k is unaffected by the conﬁgurational motion. In
other words, the plastic zone will be ‘‘frozen” in the material
conﬁguration.
5.3.3. Crack-driving force: classical contour and domain integral
formulations
Next, we introduce the assumption that there is no net dissipa-
tion across the exterior boundary; i.e. N  _X ¼ 0 on @XX (including
the crack faces). Moreover, we set _X ¼ _a (constant) on CsingX , where
_a represents the rate of crack-tip advancement. Indeed, when
r ! 0 we obtain _XðXcrÞ ¼ _a, where Xcr is the current crack-tip
coordinate.
From (99) we now obtain
DCONFð _XÞ ¼  lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
T  _adSX ¼ GCONF  _a;
GCONF ¼def lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
TdSX ð100Þ
where GCONF is the vectorial crack-driving force (or generalized mate-
rial force).
In order to circumvent the problem that the surface integral
in (100) is not computable in the case of a stress singularity, we
may (for example) use the material equilibrium equation in(73) applied to the domain xX together with the particular
(permissible) choice of the constant virtual ﬁeld d _X  _a in the
whole xX:Z
xX
BdVX þ
Z
@xextX [@xcrX
TdSX þ lim
r!0
Z
CsingX
TdSX
" #
 _a ¼ 0 ð101Þ
Upon combining (101) with (100), we ﬁnally obtain the computable
expression
GCONF ¼
Z
xX
BdVX þ
Z
@xextX [@xcrX
TdSX ð102ÞRemark . When B ¼ 0, (102) reduces to the classical contour
integral
GCONF ¼
Z
@xextX [@xcrX
TdSX ð103Þ
which is path-independent in view of the fact that the contour
@xextX [ @xcrX can be chosen arbitrarily (in compliance with the prin-
ciple of virtual work).
It is possible to use the material equilibrium equation in (73) to
derive inﬁnitely many alternative computable expressions of GCONF.
One class of formulations will be derived next: we assume that d _X
is a sufﬁciently smooth function in XX (and on @XX); however, it
satisﬁes the condition d _X ¼ _a on CsingX . Upon inserting this special
choice in (73), we obtain the relationZ
XX
½R : ½d _X  $X þ B  d _XdVX þ
Z
@XX
T  d _XdSX
þ limr!0
Z
CsingX
TdSX  _a ¼ 0 ð104Þ
Upon identifying the crack-driving force, cf. (100), we obtain
GCONF  _a ¼
Z
XX
½R : ½d _X  $X þ B  d _XdVX þ
Z
@XX
T  d _XdSX ð105Þ
which holds for any d _X 2 X s.t. d _X ¼ _a on CsingX . Essentially, (105) is
the domain integral method ﬁrst proposed by Li et al. (1985), and
later by Steinmann et al., 2001; however, by considering the special
case that bX ¼ 0 in XX and tX ¼ 0 on the entire @XX at the
FE-implementation.
Remark . In theory, it is not possible to avoid evaluating the
contour integral on, at least, some part of the boundary @XX, since
setting d _X ¼ 0 on the entire @XcrX would violate the regularity
requirements for the area integral to be valid. However, in the FE-
setting the contribution can be restricted to one single element
boundary close to the crack-tip. Of course, in theory the particular
choice of d _X should not affect the result at all.
Finally, we may obtain an explicit expression for GCONF upon
introducing the parametrization d _XðXÞ ¼ WðXÞ _a, where the weight
function W is sufﬁciently smooth and satisﬁes
W ¼0 in XX nxX
–0 in xX ð106Þ
In particular we choose WðXÞ ¼ 0 for X 2 @xextX , while WðXcrÞ ¼ 1.
Here, R is the typical diameter of the domain xX, within which it
is assumed that W has compact support, cf. Fig. 4. Upon inserting
these expressions in (105), we obtain
GCONF ¼
Z
xX
½$XW  Rþ BWdVX þ
Z
@xcrX
TWdSX ð107Þ
It is noted that W–0 on the crack-face part @xcrX in general, which
means that there is a contribution from the conﬁgurational traction
T (even if the crack-surfaces are traction free).
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ð@xcrX Þ [ ð@xcrX Þþ and introduce the notation ccrX ¼defð@xcrX Þ, as
shown in Fig. 4(b), and we introduce the notation N ¼ N. More-
over, in order to simplify the notation, we shall assume that the
weight function W is chosen to be identical on mutual sides of
the crack-surfaces, i.e. it is continuous across ccrX . If the crack-sur-
faces are traction free, we then obtain from (107)
GCONF ¼
Z
xX
$XW  Rþ BW
 
dVX 
Z
ccrX
½jwXjNWdSX ð108Þ
With respect to the tangential and perpendicular base vectors in
Fig. 4(b), we thus have N ¼ e2 and, hence, the surface integral in
(108) will contribute only to the normal component GCONF2 (but
not to the tangential component GCONF1 ).
6. Concluding remarks
The topic of energetic changes due to conﬁgurational motion
was revisited in this paper. The adopted description, based on
the concept of an absolute reference conﬁguration, allows for com-
bined conﬁgurational (material) and deformational (spatial) mo-
tions. It is important to note that the introduction of such an
absolute reference conﬁguration does not simply mean a change
of computational domain (associated with a change of coordi-
nates). As a special case, we may choose this referential domain
to be the current conﬁguration (the Eulerian view), which corre-
sponds to the study of the ‘‘inverse motion”, and this approach is
common in the literature on conﬁgurational forces (crack-driving
force) within the context of singular cracks, e.g. Steinmann
(2000). With such a choice, however, the combined action of con-
ﬁgurational and physical changes is never revealed. It is, therefore,
believed that the presentation in this paper provides the following
advantages: (i) A uniﬁed kinematic and thermodynamic setting of
the conﬁgurational and deformational motions, in particular the
generic balance law accounting for conﬁgurational ﬂux, increases
the general clarity; (ii) The separation of the total dissipation in
terms of the intrinsic change in elastic energy and in terms of
the material dissipation becomes transparant; (iii) Conﬁgurational
forces pertinent to the evolution of singular surfaces of different
kinds (interfaces, cracks) are derived as special cases. All results
in the paper were obtained without any restrictions on dynamics,
thermomechanical couplings, etc.
Appendix A. Variations and gradients
A.1. Partial and total variations, material gradient
Let y ¼ yfX; x; tg be a tensor-valued operator ﬁeld on the ﬁelds
X and x and on time t.14 The partial variation of y w.r.t. X and x are
deﬁned as the directional derivatives
dXyfg ¼ y0Xf; dXg ¼def
d
de
yfX þ edX; x; tgje¼0 ðA-1Þ
dxyfg ¼ y0xf; dxg ¼def
d
de
yfX; xþ edx; tgje¼0 ðA-2Þ
where the ﬁelds dXðn; tÞ and dxðn; tÞ are variations in the classical
sense deﬁned on the conﬁguration Bn.15 The total variation of y is
deﬁned as
dyfg ¼ dXyfg þ dxyfg ¼ y0Xf; dXg þ y0xf; dxg ðA-3Þ14 Curly brackets indicate the operational dependence on the arguments.
15 This means, for example, that both dX and dx must satisfy homogeneous
boundary conditions on the Dirichlet part of the boundary @XX, denoted @XX;D,
pertinent to the deformational motion problem.whereby the variations dX; dx are considered as completely inde-
pendent. However, in many situations they are related via constraint
conditions (of various types), see below.
The gradient of y w.r.t. the conﬁguration BX is deﬁned via the
directional derivative
½yfg  $X  dX ¼def dde yfX þ edX;uðX þ edXÞ; tgje¼0
¼ d
de
yfX þ edX; xþ eF  dX; tgje¼0
¼ d
de
yfX þ edX; x; tgje¼0 þ
d
de
yfX; xþ eF  dX; tgje¼0
¼ y0Xf; dXg þ y0xf; F  dXg ðA-4Þ
which is precisely the total variation under the condition of a ‘‘fro-
zen mapping” u such that, at every coordinate X in BX, dx ¼ F  dX.
In order to obtain the second row in (A-4), we used that
uðX þ edXÞ 
 xþ e½@u=@X  dX ¼ xþ eF  dX.
A.2. Selected material and spatial variations
As to the material and spatial variations it is common that the
functional dependence on Xðn; tÞ and xðn; tÞ is implicit via their
material gradients. Subsequently, we consider variations of f fXg,
jfXg, FfX; xg, and ZfX; xg ¼def zfX; xg  $X, where zfX; xg is a general
tensor ﬁeld. The material variations are:
dXf fXg ¼ ðf Þ0Xf; dXg ¼ dX  $n ¼ ½dX  $X  f ðA-5Þ
dXjfXg ¼ ðjÞ0Xf; dXg ¼ jI : ½dX  $X ¼ jdX  $X ðA-6Þ
dXFfX; xg ¼ ðFÞ0Xf; dXg ¼ F  ½dX  $X ðA-7Þ
dXZfX; xg ¼ ðZÞ0Xf; dXg ¼ ½dXz  $X  ½z  $X  ½dX  $X ðA-8Þ
To show (A-6), we may use the identity @j=@f ¼ jf T to obtain
dXj ¼ ð@j=@f Þ : dXf ¼ jf T : dXf . Combining with (A-5) we obtain
(A-6). To show (A-7), we use the deﬁnition of F to obtain
dXF ¼ dXðx $n  f 1Þ ¼ x $n  dXðf 1Þ ¼ F  f  dXðf 1Þ. However,
from the identity f  f 1 ¼ I follows that dXðf 1Þ ¼ f 1
dXf  f 1 ¼ f 1  ½dX  $X and (A-7) is obtained. The relation (A-8)
is obtained in a fashion that is analogous to (A-7); in fact, (A-7) is
the special case of (A-8) when z ¼ x. The spatial variations are
dxf fXg ¼ 0 ðA-9Þ
dxjfXg ¼ 0 ðA-10Þ
dxFfX; xg ¼ ðFÞ0xf; dxg ¼ dx $X ðA-11Þ
dxZfX; xg ¼ ðZÞ0xf; dxg ¼ ðzÞ0xf; dxg  $X ðA-12ÞAppendix B. Invariance condition for volume integrals
Introduce the functional Y as the volume integral of yfX; xg on
the material domain BX
Y ¼
Z
BX
yfX; xgdVX ¼
Z
Bn
jfXgyfX; xgdVn ðB-1Þ
with jfXg ¼def det f fXg, which gives the total variation
dY ¼
Z
Bn
½ydjþjdydVn ¼
Z
Bn
½ydXjþj½dXyþ dxydVn ðB-2Þ
Upon using (A-6) and (A-3) we obtain
dY ¼
Z
BX
ydX  $X þ y0Xf; dXg þ y0xf; dxg
 
dVX ðB-3Þ
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gradient y $X as follows:
y0Xf; dXg ¼ ½y $X  dX  y0xf; F  dXg ðB-4Þ
Combining (B-4) with (B-3), while using the fact that y0Xf; dxg is lin-
ear in the last argument we obtain
dY ¼
Z
BX
½ydX  $XdVX þ
Z
BX
y0xf; dx F  dXgdVX ðB-5ÞRemark. If the dependence on X in y is only via a function of the
deformation gradient FfX; xg, i.e. y ¼ yðFfX; xg; xÞ, then we
have
y0Xf; dXg ¼
@y
@F
: dXF ¼ ½FT  @y
@F
 : ½dX  $X ðB-6Þ
where the result in (A-7)was used. Eq. (B-3)may thenbe rewritten as
dY ¼
Z
BX
½R : ½dX  $X þ y0xf; dxgdVX ðB-7Þ
where R is deﬁned as
R ¼def y I  FT  @y
@F
ðB-8Þ
Clearly, if y is a scalar quantity, then R is a (generally non-symmet-
ric) 2nd order tensor of the Eshelby type.
Under sufﬁcient smoothness of ydX, we may use the divergence
theorem to rewrite (B-5) as
dY ¼
Z
@BX
ydX  NdSX þ
Z
BX
y0xf; dx F  dXgdVX ðB-9Þ
We may now consider a few special cases:
Case I : The map x ¼ uðXÞ is ﬁxed, (i.e. it is unaffected by the var-
iation dX), which means that dx ¼ F  dX. Hence, the last
integral in (B-9) vanishes.
Case II : The variation leaves the conﬁguration BX unchanged, i.e.
dX  N ¼ 0. Hence, the ﬁrst integral in (B-9) vanishes.
Case III : A constraint condition is introducedZ
BX
y0xf; dxgdVX ¼ 0 8dx 2 X0 ðB-10Þ
In the case dx F  dX 2 X0, it then follows from (B-10) that the last
integral in (B-9) vanishes.
In the general case that dY–0, the result depends on the ﬁelds X
and x as well as the choice of variations dX and dx.References
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